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Abstract: In this paper, the reliability of a new online cutting edge radius estimator for micro end
milling is evaluated. This estimator predicts the cutting edge radius by detecting the drop in the chip
production rate as the cutting edge of a micro end mill slips over the workpiece when the minimum
chip thickness (MCT) becomes larger than the uncut chip thickness (UCT), thus transitioning from the
shearing to the ploughing dominant regime. This study proposes a method of calibrating the cutting
edge radius estimator by determining two parameters from training data: a ‘size filtering threshold’
that specifies the smallest-size chip that should be counted, and a ‘drop detection threshold’ that
distinguishes the drop in the number of chips at the actual critical feedrate from the number drops at
the other feedrates. This study then evaluates the accuracy of the calibrated estimator from testing
data for determining the ‘critical feedrate’—the feedrate at which the MCT and UCT will be equal.
It is found that the estimator is successful in determining the critical feedrate to within 1 mm/s in
84% of trials.
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1. Introduction

As the need for micro-components has grown in various engineering fields, the demand for
technology development for micro-manufacturing has increased [1]. In particular, micro milling, one of
the micro-machining techniques belonging to micro-manufacturing, has many advantages. It has a
lower initial cost than the other micro-manufacturing processes that are based on lithography. Also,
it is possible to manufacture small complex 3-D parts, unlike the lithography method which is limited
to 2-D or 2.5-D geometry. In addition, it has a relatively wide choice of workpiece materials [2–5].
Therefore, micro-milling is used in various fields such as automotive, aerospace, and biomedical
industry etc. For example, in the biochemical industry, microfluidic chips are manufactured through
the micro milling process [6–8].

However, the cutting mechanisms for macro-scale milling are not applicable to micro milling
due to the “MCT effect”. In conventional milling, the cutting mechanism is dominated by shearing.
But, in micro milling, the cutting mechanism is divided into shearing/ploughing by the MCT effect
which has a great influence on cutting force, chip production, surface quality, and tool wear [9–11].
Additionally, vibration is a more important factor in micro milling since higher spindle speed is needed
compared to conventional milling [12,13]. In order to clarify the relationships between the MCT
effect, the chip formation, the cutting force, the vibration, the surface quality, and the tool wear in
micro-milling, many studies have been conducted.

Since the MCT can be approximated as 30% of the cutting edge radius which depends on the tool
wear, the MCT effect is directly related to the tool wear [5,10,14]. In particular, the chip formation in
micro milling can be significantly affected by the tool wear. When the cutting edge radius becomes
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larger as the tool wears, the MCT becomes larger as well. When the MCT becomes larger than the UCT,
the chip formation mechanism changes from the shearing regime generating one chip per tooth pass
to the ploughing regime generating no chip per tooth pass [9,15,16]. In addition, it has been found that
the cutting force increases as the tool wear increases [17,18]. When the cutting edge radius becomes
larger due to the tool wear, the ploughing becomes dominant in the cutting mechanism. Then, the UCT
would be accumulated. As the UCT accumulates, the cutting force accumulates until the UCT becomes
larger than the MCT [19]. Moreover, the cutting force is also closely related to the vibration since the
high variation in the cutting force causes excessive vibrations resulting in the increase of the tool wear
rate [20]. Also, the tool wear deteriorates the surface quality, which can be quantified by the surface
roughness. The surface roughness increases as elastic recovery occurs when the UCT is less than the
MCT. The elastic recovery increases as the cutting edge radius, which represents the cutting edge wear,
increases [18,21–23].

To improve the understanding of tool wear, research on tool wear monitoring systems has been
done for decades [24]. Tool wear monitoring systems can be divided into direct and indirect methods.
Many studies have been done on direct tool wear measuring methods. Direct tool wear measuring is
mostly done by using a microscope or an SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) to get an image of the
tool. The amount of tool wear is measured from the image. In most cases, the measured values from
direct methods are used to verify the values from the indirect methods since the directly measured data
is more reliable. However, the direct measurement of the tool wear is time-consuming. The cutting
operation must be stopped and the tool typically must be removed from the spindle. An image has to
be taken by using a microscope and be analyzed through image processing. For instance, the cutting
edge radius can be measured by drawing a circle on the cutting edge in the image [25–27]. On the
other hand, the indirect method can be done online (without interrupting the cutting process) which
can save time and reduce labor. The tool wear is indirectly monitored during the cutting operation
by measuring AE (Acoustic Emission) signal or cutting force, etc. by using a sensor such as an AE
sensor or a dynamometer. Extensive efforts have been made to classify the amount of tool wear
by applying the NN (Neural Network), GA (Genetic Algorithm), and fuzzy algorithm, etc [28–31].
But, the indirect methods cannot explain the direct physical relationship between the actual tool wear
and the output signal.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, a cutting edge radius estimator based on chip production
rate has been developed. This estimator can operate as an online system by measuring the chip
production rate during the cutting process and yet it is based on the MCT effect which explains
the physical relationship between the cutting edge radius and the measured data [32]. However,
the reliability of this estimator has not been evaluated. Therefore, the reliability is evaluated through
this study.

In the next section, an overview of previous research is presented. Section 3 shows the process of
finding the optimum calibration parameters of the estimator. In Section 4, a method that can estimate
the cutting edge radius and evaluate the reliability of the estimator is introduced. The results from the
reliability evaluation are explained in Section 5. The conclusion and discussion are described in the
last section.

2. Overview of Previous Research

A chip production rate simulation has shown that the number of chips produced decreases when
the MCT becomes larger than the UCT [33]. It has also been confirmed through experiments that the
number of chips tends to decrease under these conditions. In the previous simulation and experiment,
because the cutting time for each experiment was relatively short, the MCT was fixed by setting the
cutting edge radius as constant. The change in the number of chips was observed when the UCT was
made smaller than the MCT by decreasing the federate [32].
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2.1. Cutting Edge Radius

The cutting edge radius of the tool used in the previous experiment was measured by using
a microscope (Olympus MX50) and by applying an image processing algorithm to calculate the
corresponding MCT and the corresponding critical feedrate. The cutting edge radius measurements
were then used in a simulation of chip production rate. Ten measurements were made from each
cutting edge image from Exp. 1 to 6 and the means and the standard deviations are obtained as shown
in Figure 1.

1 

 

 

Figure 1. Box plot of cutting edge radius with mean and standard deviation. 
Figure 1. Box plot of cutting edge radius with mean and standard deviation.

2.2. Previous Experiment

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. Six sets of cutting tests were
performed with a 2-flute 200 µm endmill and brass workpiece [32]. The spindle speed and the depth
of cut were set to 80,000 rpm and 40 µm, respectively. The purpose of the tests was to observe the
drops between the number of chips obtained when the UCT is larger than the MCT and when the UCT
is smaller than the MCT. Therefore, the feedrate was increased from 1 mm/s to 6 mm/s by 1 mm/s per
slot and six slots were cut in each test set. The chips were sucked during the cutting process by using a
material conveying pump and blown on an adhesive tape while the tape was being unwound by a
pully attached to a motor shaft. Images of the chips were taken by a USB microscope. Thirty images of
the tape with chips were obtained per slot. The number of chips was determined by applying image
processing to the images.
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The next section explains the process of finding the conditions under which the proposed cutting
edge radius estimator will perform best.

3. Calibration

The cutting edge radius estimator can be considered as a kind of sensor that measures the cutting
edge radius by detecting the chip number drop. The sensor needs to be calibrated whenever the
operating conditions change. The purpose of the calibration for this sensor is to detect the drop in the
number of chips more accurately. Previous studies have shown that a large drop in the number of
chips can be seen in the number of chips above a certain size [32,33]. The calibration of this sensor is
to find the appropriate threshold of size filtering to filter out chips smaller than a certain size and to
count only the number of large chips.

In a chip production rate simulation, the volume of the chips is calculated. The unit for the size
filtering threshold values for simulation is in µm3. In the experiment, the chip size is obtained from
the 2-D images. Therefore, the unit for the size filtering values for the experiment is in pixels. Since the
values have different units, they are considered separately.

3.1. Size Filtering Threshold for Simulation Data

First, the size threshold for the simulation is found as follows: The simulation results of the
chip number with three different cutting edge radii are shown in Figure 3. The chip production rate
simulation requires a value for the number of tooth passes as an input parameter. The number of tooth
passes for the simulation is determined based on the experimental set-up as follows: The size of the
image is 1900 pixels by 1400 pixels, and the conversion factor from pixel to mm is 0.0048 mm/pixel.
The length of the image of the tape which is 1900 pixels is used to calculate the time taken for the tape
to travel a distance corresponding to 1900 pixels. The cutting time can be calculated from the tape
speed and the size of the image. From this information, the number of tooth passes during the time is
estimated as 1469.
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Increasing the size filtering threshold reduces the number of chips as it filters more chips smaller
than the threshold. The proper size filtering threshold should be a value within a range that allows for
the detection of large drops in the number of chips at the critical feedrate. For example, in Figure 3a,
if the critical feedrate is 1.6 mm/s, the number of chips drops sharply from feedrate 2 mm/s (above the
critical feedrate) to 1 mm/s (below the critical feedrate) at the size filtering threshold of 5000. Similarly,
in Figure 3b, if the critical feedrate is 2.4 mm/s, the number of chips has a large drop between feedrate
3 mm/s (above the critical feedrate) and 2 mm/s (below the critical feedrate) with the size filtering
threshold of 5000. In Figure 3c, the number of chips also drops sharply between feedrate 4 mm/s and
3 mm/s at the size filtering threshold of 5000, if the critical feedrate is 3.2 mm/s. Therefore, the proper
size filtering threshold for the simulation is determined to be 5000.

3.2. Size Filtering Threshold for Experimental Data

Next, the size filtering threshold for the experiments is determined. In this process, the simulation
results and the experimental results are linearly fitted. Experimental chip number data is collected
from a set of images of chips produced during a cutting process. Thirty images are taken in each
feedrate as explained in Section 2.2. Therefore, 180 images are taken in each experiment.

From each set of 30 images, 20 images are randomly selected as the training data and the remaining
10 images are used as the testing data. The training data is used for the calibration process.

In order to find the experimental size filtering threshold that gives the maximum R-squared value,
the filtering threshold is swept from 20 to 450. The maximum R-squared values are selected between
the filtering thresholds of 20–250, since the number of chips becomes significantly small when the
threshold becomes larger than 250 as shown in Figure 4. The optimum threshold is selected as listed in
Table 1. The results from the linear fitting using the optimum thresholds are shown in Figure 5.

The reason why the filtering thresholds are different for each experiment is that the experimental
conditions are changed in parts that are not controlled by the system. For example, when the system
equipment is dismantled and then re-assembled, there can be variations in conditions such as the
distance between the microscope and the tape, the precise focus position of the microscope, and so on.
Therefore, in each experiment, this calibration process should be conducted.

Table 1. Optimum experimental size filtering threshold with maximum R-squared value.

Exp. Experimental Size Filtering Threshold

Optimum Filtering Threshold Maximum r-Squared Slope Y-Intercept (Offset)

1 47 0.83 0.14 63.76
2 126 0.80 0.24 –132.23
3 124 0.88 0.15 10.46
4 150 0.85 0.13 9.46
5 172 0.94 0.14 –14.48
6 116 0.91 0.23 –36.81
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3.3. Drop Detection Threshold

The key to the cutting edge radius estimation is to detect the drops in the number of chips when
the MCT becomes larger than the UCT. After finding the first calibration parameter (size filtering
threshold) of the estimator, the number of chips obtained from the experiment is applied as the
input signal.
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The output signal of the sensor can be obtained as shown in Equation (1).

Output =
(Input − Offset)

Slope
(1)

Equation (1) is the sensor response curve for this estimator. The offset and slope values are
obtained from the first calibration process.

In order to see the result after the first calibration, Equation (1) is applied to the testing data to get
the output data from the calibrated estimator.

In this experiment, it is important to detect the drops in the number of chips as the feedrate crosses
the critical feedrate. However, not only does the number of chips drop when the feedrate crosses the
critical feedrate, but also the number of chips drops between the other feedrates as shown in Figure 6.
Therefore, an additional process is needed to be able to distinguish the number drop at the critical
feedrate from the other number drops at the other feedrates.
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from (a) Exp. 1 (1.46 mm/s, 0.196 mm/s), (b) Exp. 2 (1.49 mm/s, 0.127 mm/s), (c) Exp. 3 (2.07 mm/s,
0.188 mm/s), (d) Exp. 4 (2.94 mm/s, 0.23 mm/s), (e) Exp. 5 (2.23 mm/s, 0.132 mm/s), and (f) Exp. 6
(2.68 mm/s, 0.12 mm/s).

We begin by proposing that the drop in the number of chips at the critical feedrate is larger than
the drops that occur at other feedrates. In order to distinguish the large drop from the other small
drops, a drop detection threshold is introduced. This threshold represents the decrease in the chip
number in percentage. For example, when the number of chips is reduced by 20% between feedrate
3 mm/s and 2 mm/s and the other drop is 30% between feedrate 2 mm/s and 1 mm/s, the feedrate
range between the feedrate of 2 mm/s and 1 mm/s is selected with the threshold of 25% as the critical
feedrate range that includes the actual critical feedrate.

The thresholds from 10–50% are applied to the training data to find a value that gives the highest
probability of estimation as shown in Figure 7. The optimum threshold and the maximum probability
values are listed in Table 2. A method of estimating the cutting edge radius and obtaining the
probability of estimation is described in the next section.
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Table 2. Optimum drop detection threshold and maximum probability of estimation.

Exp. Probability of Estimation and Threshold (%)

Optimum Threshold (%) Max. Probability (%)

1 27 78
2 23 99
3 25 62
4 31 77
5 25 92
6 25 97
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4. Cutting Edge Radius Estimation

In order to evaluate the reliability of the cutting edge radius estimator, the probability of detecting
the drop in the number of chips between the feedrates above and below the critical feedrate should
be investigated.

In Figure 8, a flow chart which explains how to calculate the probability of correctly estimating the
cutting edge radius is presented. In this calculation, only the testing data is used. Ten images that are
not used in the calibration are selected from each different feedrate as the testing data. The difference
in the number of chips is calculated as follows: the difference between the number of chips at feedrate
6 mm/s and the number of chips at feedrate 5 mm/s is calculated. Then, the difference between the
number of chips at feedrate 5 mm/s and the number of chips at feedrate 4 mm/s is calculated. In this
order, the difference between the number of chips at feedrate 2 mm/s and the number of chips at
feedrate 1 mm/s is calculated at the end. This process creates a new sample composed of the number
differences that is used for the drop detection.

The total number of this new set of samples is 106 since each data set from 6 different feedrates
has 10 distinct numbers. Among those samples, if the number drop is detected at a certain feedrate
range and the actual critical feedrate is in that range, then the estimation is successful. The probability
of estimation can be obtained by dividing the number of successful estimation by the total number
of samples.
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1–2 mm/s 2–3 mm/s 3–4 mm/s 4–5 mm/s None 
1 1.46 0.20) 76.95 13.00 0.00 0.00 10.05 
2 1.49 0.13  98.81 0.49 0.01 0.00 0.69 
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Figure 8. A flow chart of calculating the probability of estimation.

5. Result

The cutting edge radius estimator is calibrated for each experiment, utilizing only the training data.
The estimator is then applied to the testing data. The optimum size filtering threshold, the optimum
drop detection threshold, the slope, and the offset values are used in the probability calculation.

The accuracy of the estimator is evaluated by calculating the probability of having the actual
critical feedrate in the estimated critical feedrate range as listed in Table 3. The actual critical feedrates
are obtained from the measured cutting edge radius. The number of samples is 106 as described in
Section 4. Only the feedrates from 1–4 mm/s are shown in the results since the actual critical feedrates
are in the smaller range of 1–2 mm/s. When the number drop could not be detected, the probability of
‘none detected’ is also considered. And, the resolution of the estimation is limited to 1 mm/s due to
the feedrate increment of 1 mm/s.

Table 3. Probability of critical feedrate estimation from (a) Exp.1 to (f) Exp.6.

Exp. Actual Critical Feedrate (mm/s)
(Mean (±Std.))

Probability of Estimation (%)

Estimated Critical Feedrate

1–2 mm/s 2–3 mm/s 3–4 mm/s 4–5 mm/s None

1 1.46(±0.20) 76.95 13.00 0.00 0.00 10.05
2 1.49(±0.13) 98.81 0.49 0.01 0.00 0.69
3 2.07(±0.19) 17.29 64.91 17.05 0.75 0.75
4 2.94(±0.23) 7.27 74.29 18.44 0.00 0.00
5 2.23(±0.13) 4.92 92.67 0.32 2.10 2.10
6 2.68(±0.12) 2.01 96.66 1.22 0.00 0.11

In Exp. 1, the actual critical feedrate is correctly estimated to within 1 mm/s with a probability
of 76.95%. But, there are 10.05% of samples without any drop detection. In Exp. 2, the actual critical
feedrate is between 1–2 mm/s, and this is correctly estimated 98.81% of the time. In Exp. 3, the actual
critical federate of 2.07 mm/s is correctly estimated to be within 1 mm/s with a probability of 64.91%.
The probability of estimating wrong ranges of 1–2 mm/s and 3–4 mm/s are 17.29% and 17.05%,
respectively. The probability of estimating the actual critical feedrate within 1 mm/s in Exp. 4 is
74.29%. In Exps. 5 and 6, the probability of estimating the actual critical feedrate within 1 mm/s are
92.67% and 96.66%, respectively.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, the reliability of a new cutting edge radius estimator based on chip production rate
for micro milling is evaluated. The size filtering threshold and the number difference threshold values
can be regarded as calibration parameters, and a method of calibration is proposed and reported. A set
of sample data is split into two sets: training data and testing data. The training data is used for the
calibration, and the testing data is used for the evaluation. The optimum size filtering threshold values
which generate the highest R-squared value from the linear curve fitting between the number of chips
from the simulation and the experiment are determined in order to produce a sensor response curve
for the estimator. Also, the optimum drop detection threshold values for the maximum probability of
estimation is obtained as a part of the calibration process. The testing data is used for the evaluation of
the reliability of the estimator.

The following conclusions have been drawn from the results.

• The average value of the probabilities of correct estimation from the experiments is 84.05%.
The probabilities of correct estimation from the experiments are more than 70% except in Exp. 3
with 64.91%. Exps. 2, 5, and 6 show probabilities of correct estimation above 90%.

• In Exps. 1, 3, and 4, the standard deviation values of the actual critical feedrates are larger than
the standard deviation values from the other experiments. As a result, the probabilities of wrong
estimation are larger in Exps. 1, 3, and 4 than in Exps. 2, 5, and 6, due to the influence of the
standard deviation on the estimation.

• The critical feedrate in this experiment can be only approximated to within 1mm/s. Since the
feedrate increment in the experiment is 1 mm/s, it is only possible to estimate what feedrate range
the critical feedrate is within. Further experiments are needed to determine if a higher precision
of estimation is possible by using a feedrate increment smaller than 1 mm/s.

Development of an on-line cutting edge radius estimation system is planned as a future work [35].
If the drop in the number of chips could be detected during the cutting process, the cutting edge radius
data may be able to be obtained automatically resulting in developing a cutting edge wear rate model.
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